


STUDENT’S CORNER



ERROR DETECTION 

QUESTIONS ASKED IN 

PREVIOUS YEAR EXAMS



1) Unless you don’t obey (1)/ your elders you

(2)/ will not succeed in your life. (3)/ No

Error (4).

Solution: 1

Unless means if this condition is not met (Unless

you work hard , you won’t pass. ), whereas until

means before or up to the time (I lived with my

parents until I was.)



2) No sooner did the sun rise (1)/ when we

resumed the journey (2)/ after having a hasty

breakfast. (3)/ No Error (4).

Solution: 2

If the second event occurs immediately after the

first, we can express that idea using the structure –

no sooner.........than.

Example – No sooner did the thief see the police than

he ran away. Replace 'when' with 'than' in part (2)



3) Sneha was accused for murder of her

husband (1)/ but the court found her (2)/ not

guilty and acquitted her. (3)/ No Error (4).

Solution: 1

Accuse (of) means charge (someone) with an offence or crime.

Example – Himesh was accused of murder and sent for trail.

In part (1 replace) preposition for by preposition of



4) My brother finds it difficult (1)/ to

pass away the time (2)/ at our

grandparent’s house. (3)/ No Error (4).

Solution: 2

Pass away – cease, die (He passed away at the age of

eighty- four.) ,

pass – spend, live. (We played chess to pass the time.)

The correct uses should be to pass the time in part (2)



5) On Sundays (1)/ I prefer reading (2)/ than

going out visiting my friends. (3)/ No Error

(4).

Solution: 3

verb “prefer” is normally used with “to” instead of

“than”. Example –

I prefer part-time jobs to full-time jobs.

She prefers coffee to tea.

Replace than with to in part (3)



6) In spite of the doctor’s stern warning (1)/

Latika continued taking (2)/ sugars in her

milk. (3)/ No Error (4).

Solution: 3

Uncountable nouns have no plurals, and cannot

normally be used with a/an. Sugar is an uncountable

noun.

Replace sugars by sugar in part (3)



7) Little knowledge of playing volleyball (1)/

that she possessed proved to be (2)/helpful at

the time of inaugural match. (3)/ No Error

(4)

Solution: 1

little – Almost not (negative)

a little – the same as “a small amount of” (positive)

the little – not much and it is used with something definite.



8) He was not allowed (A) / for the teacher (B)

/ to read in a low voice (C) / no error (D).

Solution: B

As the given sentence is in passive

voice use “by” agent (for)



9) Each child (A) / was given a (B) / red

beautiful balloon. (C) / No error (D).

Solution: C

when two qualitative adjectives are used for the same

noun the following order should be followed :-

Size –adjective of general description- age- shape-

colour- origin- material- purpose.

The correct use should be a beautiful red balloon.



10) It is best(A)/ to be silent(B)/ than to speak

in anger.(C)/No Error(D).

Solution: A

than is used in comparative degree , use

comparative degree “better” instead of

superlative degree best in part (A)



11. The patient is comparatively better today (A)/

and I hope that he will (B)/ recover soon, said

the doctor. (C)/ No error (D)

ANS- (A)‘comparatively’ will not be used.



12. Indian women (1)/are good (2)/ in

cooking. (3)/ No error (4)
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(3) Good (at) : able to do something well.



FILLERS ASKED IN 

PREVIOUS YEAR 

EXAMS



13) She ______ how the magician had

performed the rope trick.

1. wondered

2. puzzled

3. suspected

4. bewildered

ANSWER: 1. wondered



14) The poor man was_____

entry to the restaurant.

1. denied

2. deluded

3. derived

4. devoid

ANSWER: 1. denied



15) The unruly behaviour of the

students…….. their teacher.

1. irritated

2. calmed

3. pleased

4. comforted

ANSWER: 1. irritated



16) She was loved by her

employees for her ______.

1. insolence

2. benevolence

3. condolence

4. malevolence

ANSWER: Solution : 2

Go with elimination method. Benevolence

which means ‘charitable kindness’ fits in

the context appropriately.



17) The minister gave an_____ that strict

action would be taken against the

culprits.

1. ambition

2. admission

3. assurance

4. insurance
ANSWER: Solution : 3

Assurance which means ‘the act of assuring’

fits in the context appropriately



18) There is a ____ growth of flowers

in tropical countries.

1. powerful

2. plenty

3. luxuriant

4. pious

ANSWER: Solution : 3

Luxuriant which means abundant fits in the 

context appropriately . 



19) Beautiful red roses ____ the bride’s

hair.

1. adjourned

2. adorned

3. allured

4. attracted

Solution : 2

Adorned which means decorated fits in the 

context appropriately. 



20) The speaker ____ the audience

with his fine speech.

1. expressed

2. depressed

3. suppressed

4. impressed

Solution : 4. impressed



21) Your demands are bound to lead

to _____in the family.

1. absence

2. barrier

3. decrease

4. discord

Solution : 4

Discord which means lack of harmony fits 

in the  context appropriately.



22) Today’s graduates should______

their skills constantly to be able to excel

in their career and life.

1. encourage

2. dilute

3. active

4. upgrade

Solution : 4. upgrade



Everyone was pleased to learn

the actor would………….his

role as the captivating pirate.

(a) reprise

(b) rescue

(C) save

(d) Free

HOME WORK



Do you know how to

look…….a word in the

dictionary?

(l) For

(2) To

(3) Upon

(4) on

HOME WORK ANSWER






